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Introduction to Partial Differential Equations (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is designed for a one year course covering the fundamentals of partial differential equations, geared towards advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students in mathematics, science, engineering, and elsewhere. The exposition carefully balances solution techniques, mathematical rigor, and significant applications, all...
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Modern Physical Metallurgy, Eighth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Modern Physical Metallurgy describes, in a very readable form, the fundamental principles of physical metallurgy and the basic techniques for assessing microstructure. This book enables you to understand the properties and applications of metals and alloys at a deeper level than that provided in an introductory materials course.
...
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Mechatronic Systems: Analysis, Design and ImplementationSpringer, 2011


	Nowadays most of the systems are computer controlled among them we quote

	mechatronic systems where the intelligence is implemented in microcontrollers. The

	discipline that deals with such systems is mechatronics that we define as the synergistic

	combination of mechanical engineering, electronic engineering, and software...
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Concrete Fracture: A Multiscale ApproachCRC Press, 2012

	The study of fracture mechanics of concrete has developed in recent years to the point where it can be used for assessing the durability of concrete structures and for the development of new concrete materials. The last decade has seen a gradual shift of interest toward fracture studies at increasingly smaller sizes and scales....
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Parallel Algorithms and Cluster Computing: Implementations, Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This book presents major advances in high performance computing as well as major advances due to high performance computing. It contains a collection of papers in which results achieved in the collaboration of scientists from computer science, mathematics, physics, and mechanical engineering are presented. From the science problems to the...
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Silicon NanoelectronicsCRC Press, 2005
Because the silicon process infrastructure is already in place and because of silicon's compatibility with current CMOS circuits, silicon nanodevices are positioned to become particularly important. Silicon Nanoelectronics examines recent developments of novel devices and materials that hold great promise for creating smaller and more powerful...
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Real World Print ProductionPeachpit Press, 2006
What you see is not always what you geta truism that's nowhere more apparent than in print production, where what you see on screen is often a far cry from what comes out on the printed page. Here to help you avoid the production problems that plague many projects is a comprehensive guide to print production from one of the field's top...
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Mac OS X and iLife: Using iTunes, iPhoto, iMovie, and iDVDPremier Press, 2003
Mac OS X v.10.2 is designed to enable anyone from digital media hobbyist to mid-level professionals take advantage of the amazing capabilities of Apple's suite of digital media tools. iLife is published by Apple, retails for $49, and combines iTunes for managing music, iPhoto for digital photography, iMovie for editing digital video and iDVD for...
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A First Course in Fourier AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2008
This unique book provides a meaningful resource for applied mathematics through Fourier analysis. It develops a unified theory of discrete and continuous (univariate) Fourier analysis, the fast Fourier transform, and a powerful elementary theory of generalized functions and shows how these mathematical ideas can be used to study sampling theory,...
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Modern Control Technology: Components and SystemsThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Modern Control Technology: Components and Systems, 2nd Edition provides an introduction to automatic control systems and components that is both comprehensive and up-to-date. Logically organized, this book takes the reader on a journey through a control system. Each chapter examines a different functional part, followed by discussion of control...
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Dynamics of Surfaces and Reaction Kinetics in Heterogeneous Catalysis (Studies in Surface Science and Catalysis)Elsevier Limited, 1997
The keynote lectures and oral presentations provide a good mix of the role of surface science in studying catalysis with discussions of real catalyst systems, transient phenomena and relevant aspects of chemical engineering.

ASLIB Book Guide    

       Hardbound. Many processes of the chemical industry are based upon...
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Design of Special Planar Linkages (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Planar linkages play a very important role in mechanical engineering. As the simplest closed chain mechanisms, planar four-bar linkages are widely used in mechanical engineering, civil engineering and aerospace engineering.

	

	Design of Special Planar Linkages proposes a uniform design theory for planar four-bar linkages....
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